
CD-ROM PLAYSETS

ON SCREEN FUN FOR EVERYONE

ECTS 99 Sept 5: Leading entertainment software publisher, Hasbro Interactive is proud to announce 

the launch of CD ROM Playsets, a new innovation of    hands-on PC fun combining the elements of 

PC gaming and toy interaction.        Following simple directions parents can set up the playset in 

minutes ready for children to create, build and play games from well known titles and popular play 

scenarios.    

The Playset fits all standard Windows keyboards and there are no other confusing connections or 

cables to be installed.    No additional desktop space is required and each playset comes with multi-

function hands-on tools that are quick and easy to use.      Simply strap the Playset to your existing 

computer keyboard and you are ready to play. 

There are three CD ROM Playsets to choose from featuring hundreds of varied activities, virtual tools,

games and special certificates for children to print off.

Tonka Workshop

Tools are no longer just for Dads!    Kids can use six durable plastic tools contained in a computer 
keytop playset to build cool projects, play exciting tool games and complete repair jobs around Tonka 
town. Tonka Joe welcomes kids on-screen to the Tonka Workshop and guides them through fun 
activities and on-site fix-it missions using 6 play set tools, which control virtual tools on-screen.    
There are hundred of exciting projects to build and dozens of fix-it mission to complete.

Easy-Bake Kitchen

Cooking tools and ingredients on the Playset make it easy to mix, bake, decorate and play! Kids can 
get baking with the mixer, pastry cutter, icing bag and oven! They will love following the recipes, as 
well as mixing up their own wild and wacky creations. Whilst things are cooking, there are five 
exciting activities and games to play, as well as a tea party to host once all the goodies have been 
baked. Kids can continue the fun away from the computer as well, with a print feature that lets them 
print out their favourite treats, party invitations and gift boxes! 

Playskool Store

The Playskool Store puts kids in charge of the action! They’ll meet and greet on-screen shoppers in 
six different departments of the store as they take over the role of the shopkeeper. There are also six 
great games to play, like the express lane, where kids perfect their check-out skills, and a toy 
marathon, in which favourite toys race to win. Different print activities continue the fun away from 
the computer, with mazes, colouring and lots more.

Price: £39.99



System:    PC CDROM, Windows 95/98

Availability:

- Ends - 
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